[Cerebral and meningeal manifestations of AIDS: sensitivity of CT and T2-weighted MRT (129 patients)].
We studied 129 AIDS patients with suspected or proved intracranial manifestations of the disease. The purpose of this study was to compare the diagnostic sensitivity of unenhanced and contrast enhanced CT and unenhanced T2-weighted MR. In 35/129 patients CT and MR findings were normal. In 37/129 patients equivalent findings were obtained with both methods. Although CT and MR demonstrated intracranial pathology in 25 cases, MR was clearly superior. Six of these cases had solitary lesions in CT, while MR demonstrated multiple lesions. MR detected more foci than CT. In 24 patients with normal CT, MR detected intracranial manifestations of AIDS, namely solitary lesions in 8, multiple lesions in 12 and meningeal alterations in 4 patients. In only 8 patients with normal MR findings, CT revealed pathological contrast enhancement in 2 and parenchymal calcifications in 6 patients. Thus, in 20% of our patients MR but not CT was diagnostic. In another 20% MR provided additional diagnostic information. In conclusion, MR is recommended as the imaging modality of choice in AIDS patients with non-conclusive cranial CT.